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INTERFACE



LOGIN PAGE

Identification area 

login / password

. 
Registration area 
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PAGE HOME

Access to 

other brands

My account

page 

(login/passwo

rd

modifications

)

Access to 

saved

baskets

Full text

search

area

Access to the 

content category 
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THUMBNAIL PAGE 

Full text search

area 

Access to subcategories

Search limit to a specific 

category 

Sorting area

Filters area

Baskets, download and send features for each media 
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DETAIL PAGE 

Media 

details

Rebound features

Basket, download 

and send features
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BASKETS AND 
ORDERS



SAVED BASKETS PAGE

Basket 

sorting 

order

Delete the 

basket

Share the basket 

content
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BASKET PAGE

Share, send, 

download and 

delete basket 

features 
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MEDIA SEARCH



CATEGORY/SUBCATEGORY SEARCH

Access a specific category from 

the homepage

Access the categories and 

subcategories
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FULL TEXT SEARCH

Type one or several words in the 

search box, then click OK. 

To make search results more appropriate, words like ‘the’, ‘of’, ‘in’, etc. 

are automatically ignored by the search engine. 

Type the first characters of a 

word in the search engine. Terms 

which are used in the data sheets 

are suggested in a drop down menu. 
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The search engine first provides media which contain 

‘Astra’ and ‘Corsa’, then medias which contain 

either ‘Astra’ or ‘Corsa’. 

The search engine provides medias which contain 

either ‘Astra’ or ‘Corsa’ or both. 

The search engine displays medias which contain 

‘Astra’ except those which also contain ‘Corsa’. 

If you are not certain of the word spelling, just 

type the first characters or the word and add « * ».

The search engine displays all media which contain a 

word starting with « Astra ».

Type an expression between quotes to display all 

media which contain that exact phrasing. 
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FULL TEXT SEARCH



In the left menu, dynamic filters are displayed 

(just like ecommerce websites like Amazon). 

Click on one of the options to activate the filter. 

The search is automatically refreshed each time you 

activate/deactivate a filter. 
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FULL TEXT SEARCH



DOWNLOAD AND 
SHARE



DOWNLOAD

Custom download :

Select the appropriate download format(s). 

Before downloading the media(s), you must 

accept the terms of use.

Express download :

Download directly in original format.
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SEND BY EMAIL

Type the email address(es) of the appropriate 

recipients (you can separe each address by typing 

‘enter’). 

Fill in the email message

Before downloading the media(s), you must accept the 

terms of use.

Choose the appropriate formats you wish to send 

among the formats available. 
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